
GLA Board Meeting 10-5-2015 

  

This meeting summary/interpretation is being distributed to the GLA Board and 

Community as a volunteer service by GLFPC. Your suggestions are welcome should 

there be oversights or errors. 

The GLA board held its monthly meeting for October at a new meeting location, namely 

the Emigrant Hall (cost of $75 per use). The three hour meeting on October 5, 2015 

opened with a prayer led by board member Charlotte Mizzi in spite of objections voiced 

by several landowners at previous meetings. Those who had objections have said it was 

not appropriate to open a GLA meeting with a prayer because GLA is not a religious 

organization. 

As the first to speak at the landowner input period, Regina Wunsch, who serves as the 

volunteer GLA financial consultant, asked how the recalculation of the past dues was 

going, given that the interest was wrong on the carry-over balances. Wunsch explained 

she had already corrected the Minnick mistakes which Treasurer Parker said he was 

aware of, and that she was talking about other recalculations which are still needed. 

Parker said he would call a finance meeting next week to deal with the recalculations and 

related issues. 

When another landowner asked questions about Wunsch’s input, President Kehoe 

explained that landowner input time was not to be used for discussion. Taking issue with 

that, the landowner insisted that her input time is input time whether it is discussion or 

not. This led to a breakdown of order that prompted board member Brunson to whistle 

loudly for attention and others to call loudly for order. 

In a further exchange, one landowner objected vigorously to the fact that while she was 

being called to task for interrupting, there were others who were not called to task who 

were also interrupting. President Kehoe warned that if interruptions were to continue, 

future meetings would be phone meetings. As background comments continued while the 

landowner completed her three minutes of input, President Kehoe, with obvious 

exasperation, again asked those who were speaking while the landowner was speaking, to 

please not engage with the speaker. 

In other landowner input, a landowner asked why the practice of opening board meetings 

with a prayer had been continued without any discussion of the matter, despite prior 

requests to discontinue it. She suggested that a moment of silence could be used to open a 

meeting rather than a prayer because it is not appropriate to have one member’s statement 

of what the prayer should be stand for all. “This is after all not a religious enclave”, she 

said. “It is a community that sells property in the general market place to anyone”. In 

response Kehoe said the issue of prayer would be on the next board meeting agenda. 



Vice-President Ross Brunson added that there had definitely been discussion on this and 

that the matter had not been put on the agenda because there was so much else to do. 

GLFPC note: GLA meetings were regularly opened with prayer until about two years 

ago. Without public comment or explanation, the practice was resumed about three 

months ago. 

SG landowner Mark Seaver introduced himself and announced that he was running for 

the board because “it looks like so much fun”. He said that he was retired and would be 

able to make every phone meeting and a few of the local in person meetings but not the 

annual meeting in November. Seaver was encouraged to have a nominee comment 

available at the membership meeting when board elections are held. 

Another landowner, referencing a message he had sent to the board expressing his 

frustration with phone meetings, said the cost of $75 to rent space for a meeting and 

being able to see how each board member responds to what is being said is well worth it. 

He cited the loss of visual sharing, significant hearing problems, and the difficulty for 

members seeking to get recognition as reasons not to hold phone meetings. He also urged 

landowners not to yield to interruptions that eat up their three-minute input time and 

encouraged the board to take a stronger hand in managing landowner input time. 

Brunson responded that one of the reasons the board started to hold some phone meetings 

was that there is a large contingent of landowners who cannot be at the meetings. He 

claimed that the board hoped that by alternating personal meetings with phone meetings, 

the change of venue would give those who cannot come to meetings a chance to join a 

phone meeting and feel a part of GLA. 

To address the question of whether the board could arrange to use a speaker phone at 

personal meetings, and thus meet the needs of everyone, Kehoe said that while that has 

been tried, the sound quality of call-in service is way worse than a phone-conference 

meetings. When asked how many out-of-the-area landowners actually call in during 

phone meetings, Kehoe suggested that it may be four or five, though Brunson maintained 

that it was an easy ten. 

The landowner countered by saying it was not fair to inconvenience the 25 attendees at 

the meeting for the benefit of the four or five who may call in, but Brunson countered that 

the number of those who call in will grow if we give it a chance. Others doubted that the 

number of call-ins would ever reach the number of those who attend in-person meetings. 

Another landowner described phone meetings as a one-way conversation. Board 

members speak, landowners are muted and only allowed to listen and that, in her opinion, 

nullifies a meeting. Trust is built on sharing, she said, and as you are hearing tonight, we 

want to see your body language and we want to hear your commentary. 

Brunson responded that while landowner input is important, the purpose of the board 

meetings is for the board to do its work and while that can mean there is some give and 



take, board meetings are really time for board business. Kehoe purported that not all 

those who call in are non-resident landowners. Some choose not to come to the meetings 

because they are so contentious. 

When another landowner asked “Who has had trouble hearing phone meetings?”, most 

everyone agreed by raising their hands. She reported that her phone reception is so poor 

you cannot even tell a female voice from a man’s voice and that she had tried at least 6 

different phones in different locations and found it all bad. 

Others suggested that the board might try Skype or a form of internet broadcasting to 

make it possible for more people to be part of a meeting. When Brunson said that all the 

services seem to be about the same, it was suggested that the board should continue to 

pay the $75 monthly meeting space rent and forget trying to find a better phone service 

for the board meetings. 

Emphasizing that the board needed to “man up” and stop retaliating against landowners 

like her, this landowner called on the board to start following its own recently adopted 

Conduct of Meeting policy. If you are going to enforce that policy against me then you 

need to enforce it against yourselves and everyone else, she said. 

Questions about whether the board intends to hire a certified public accountant as 

recommended by GLA’s Financial Consultant Regina Wunsch, if and how the board will 

handle the snow removal on Dry Creek Road (a county road) now that GLA understands 

that the county will maintain it, and if the testing of a new dust-control, surface stabilizer 

product was started all merged into a jumble of interruptions and more over talk such that 

there were no answers for the questions. 

At the conclusion of the landowner input period, about 7:30 pm, Newman Brozovsky was 

appointed to the road committee with a unanimous vote. By consensus, the date for the 

November phone board meeting was scheduled for Nov 9, 2015 not November 2 as 

previously announced. 

Action on pending updates to the Conflict of Interest Policy (published in the July 

newsletter) and adoption of the Record Retention Policy were part of the President’s 

report, was rescheduled for November. 

The last issue in the President’s report dealt with what the board labels a legal situation 

regarding slander and libel. Explaining that the GLA board is a private board, Kehoe 

reported the leeway given to people to “slam public officials” does not exist for GLA 

landowners. Kehoe said that while there are examples of slander and libel which the 

board or individuals could go after, the real issue is that when negative public comments 

about the board are on the internet there is a chilling effect which leaves board and 

committee members not wanting to say anything or speak up because their words can get 

turned around or put out in a different light. 



GLFPC note: The board’s references to the alleged slander and libel are supposedly 

found in the meeting summaries/interpretations posted on the Glastonbury Landowners 

for Positive Change website as well as in other landowner communication with the 

board. 

Kehoe further explained that, per the board’s attorney, while the board can defend itself 

in these “divide and conquer” situations, the matter of slander and libel is not a third-

party defense type of thing. Instead, Kehoe reported, the attorney recommended that all 

complaint letters be sent to her, not the board, because in her experience this will diffuse 

the complaints within several months. He then specifically asked the board if they would 

support the attorney’s proposal given that he did not think anyone on the board wanted to 

start another suit. 

One board member asked if it made sense to say nothing and simply take the high road, 

but Kehoe said you can’t say nothing. We need to email more newsletters, said Kehoe, 

because the board needs to do a better job of communicating. 

When asked about the cost of hiring the attorney to answer landowner letters and 

complaints, Kehoe said that depends. Brunson explained that some of the letters which 

the board has yet to answer are deeply complex and legal in nature. He said the board 

could either take time to educate themselves, write the letter and then run it by an 

attorney or simply hire the attorney to answer the “complicated letters”. Quoting the 

attorney again, Brunson said that in cases where landowners are not at ease with the 

board, it is better for their letters to be answered by someone who is connected with the 

law and who can settle the issue. 

From the audience, a landowner asked to see examples of the slander and libel that the 

board was talking about. “Where is this libel”, she asked. “Show it to me before you 

spend money on it,” she insisted. In response, Kehoe stated that the examples were a 

matter for the attorney to decide. 

When pushed again to give examples of the slander or libel, Kehoe responded that it has 

been really hard to get anyone to run for the board with all this going on. They do not 

want to be “bad-mouthed” on the internet. 

But that is not slander or libel, countered several landowners, it is a matter of free speech. 

Stating that he wanted to explain things a bit better, Brunson said that what we really 

have, instead of issues of libel and slander, is the fact that people need good advice from 

those who have tried these things before. 

“So are you taking egregious issues to the attorney?” asked a landowner. 

When we get complaints that are attacking the board, Kehoe said, that would be one of 

the criteria for referring letters to the attorney. But for the charge of libel or slander to 

stick, a landowner pointed out there must be proof of harm and proof that what someone 

said is not true. He also said the board needs to run the GLA in a professional way that 



follows the law and that when there are questions to handle, board members need to read 

the covenants before consulting an attorney. “It is real simple, it is word for word English 

and if you do that, I bet you will never get sued again,” he stated. 

When board member Robert Branson replied that the issue is about ”a level of intent that 

is being implied by certain things that are coming across,” he was interrupted by at least 

three other parties – including board members and landowners. As Kehoe’s call for order 

quieted things down, Branson urged landowners to be more neighborly and agree to talk 

things over when they find they have different expectations, rather than writing things 

that are not done with the intention of eliciting positive attributes. Branson said there is a 

vast potential among the members that can be either divisive or incredibly constructive. It 

is one thing to find fault, he said, and another to look at pros and cons of an issue. 

Kehoe again asked the board if they were in agreement with the idea of not getting into a 

lawsuit over libel or slander, with the need to improve our communications, and a plan 

where the board would handle the straight forward stuff and the attorney handle the rest. 

“We have enough to do without putting out brush fires of negativity”, said Kehoe. “Can 

we agree on this?” 

While some board members supported this approach, others questioned the cost (to 

allocate $2000-$3000 for a lawyer to handle incoming landowner emails). 

Board member Kevin Newby said the board needs to be more transparent and that it 

needs to get its minutes out sooner than those who post their own meeting summaries. 

Trust will grow if we get ours out sooner. Scattered applause could be heard when 

Newby noted that others can get their summaries out in a few days and that he did not 

know why the board could not. Kehoe responded it takes the board longer to get its 

minutes out because it takes time to get the minutes right. 

“But quicker minutes for every single meeting will make us more transparent,” added 

Newby. “Then with the GLFPC news coming out too, there will be more information. I 

think we are causing our own problems by being so slow with our minutes,” Newby said. 

Referring to Branson’s earlier call for a more neighborly way of talking things out, a 

landowner asked how that could happen if board members have a gag order telling them 

not to speak to landowners about board business. She said it’s confusing to learn of a 

policy that made the Communication Committee the sole entity to communicate with 

members and now to hear Branson (the chair of the Communications Committee) call for 

the neighborly way. “Are you as board members willing to engage with landowners?” she 

asked. 

In spite of over talk and interruptions Brunson responded that he did not remember things 

this way, though it sounded vaguely familiar. As the interruptions quieted a bit, Brunson 

said that even though board members like to structure their time, he was all for talking to 

landowners in the post office. He cautioned however that when someone wants to get in a 



board member’s face, it can appear that a single board member is representing the entire 

board in what may actually be a legally complicated situation. 

Others said the real issue is actually a wall between the board and the landowners. 

Another landowner stated that it should always be possible to ask a board member for 

their personal opinion, and that the three-minute input options for landowners at board 

meetings do not foster real communication. Brunson countered that landowners always 

have the option of putting things on the board’s agenda. 

While working to silence other landowners, who also wanted to speak, Kehoe asked a 

third time for the board’s input on the attorney’s proposal. Board member Charlene 

Murphy said that while she thinks it’s great that the board is not going to pursue the 

slander and libel issues, there is still a chilling effect on board members when board 

business is broadcast on the internet. It makes me very careful about what I say, 

continued Murphy, but that is just the way things are. Murphy also said she did not see 

Kehoe’s proposal as much of a change because the board has always sought legal advice 

when needed. I just want to see more openness and more trust, added Murphy. 

When board member Paul Ranttalo suggested that ridiculous landowner statements 

should be published, a landowner reminded the board that the label of “ridiculous” would 

be an opinion and that Kehoe likes to call a lot of landowner input “opinion”. 

When asked if the full board had talked with the attorney about the libel and slander 

issues, Kehoe answered that the Legal Committee (namely himself and Brunson) had 

gone to the attorney. Hearing the question of whether the volunteer Secretary Alyssa 

Allen was part of the Legal Committee, Allen said she was not, though she helps out 

when asked. While several were talking at the same time, Allen further explained that she 

had not consulted with the attorney about the Governing Documents and that she had not 

reported on the same to the board. Even though the over-speaking continued, it was clear 

that several landowners understood and remembered Allen’s role differently and in 

particular at the Governing Document committee meetings. 

Shifting to the concept of a shadow board, a landowner stated that landowners need to 

know there are a handful of people at this table who are running our corporation. 

Assuring the board that she did not mind being quoted, Ia Williams said she considered 

Kehoe, Brunson and Allen to be the shadow board. “So you are basically naming the 

officers,” countered Kehoe. Williams responded, “Well, we know you are not going to 

fess up to it. But the fact is there are but a few people on this board who make the 

primary decisions.” 

When another landowner called for the use of the ombudsman to help resolve contentious 

issues, Kehoe interrupted the speaker and others and tried to draw the discussion back to 

the proposal on the table. “And so why are you interrupting me again?” asked the 

landowner. Kehoe responded, “I have to interrupt everyone because I am ending this 

meeting in one hour and 15 minutes.” “Well, I have something to finish saying,” said the 



landowner. “Thank you for interrupting my flow as usual.” “And you are welcome as 

usual,” answered Kehoe. “And now, I have a contentious shadow issue,” quipped Kehoe. 

As order broke down again, a landowner said it is a problem when two board members 

handle the legal matters and the rest of the board does not get the right information. 

Board member Gerald Dubiel disagreed, however, and said the real problem is that the 

board is being misquoted and when things get written by landowners, they need to be 

able to back up what they write. 

Though Kehoe appeared determined to move on with the meeting and call for the 

Secretary’s report, he allowed a landowner, an ombudsman candidate, to speak instead. 

She said, “This us- versus-them wall of mistrust must be torn down. It may be real, it may 

be an illusion, or it may be a perception but as neighbors, we are all equal.” 

For her Secretary’s report Volunteer Secretary/non-board member Alyssa Allen reported 

that a second mailing will be sent to landowners soon consisting of the newsletter and the 

proposed changes to the Governing Documents. She added that the work load of 

processing the landowner email consent forms is a very big deal. 

Later in the meeting, V.P. Brunson gave a detailed report about the ticketing system 

under evaluation and stated in percentages how many landowners had asked to receive 

board information by email. When asked by a landowner how these percentages translate 

into actual numbers, it was reported that of the nearly 60 applicants, only 28 landowners 

had completed the two-step opt-in process. 

In the Treasurer’s report, Parker said the important news is that $20,000 remains in the 

road maintenance budget, a number that Wallace, as Chair of the Road Committee 

confirmed. Kehoe pointed out when the new budget is worked on, it will likely be much 

the same as last year, except that funds which will no longer be needed to pay off the 

road loan will likely be transferred to the road committee. When financial advisor Regina 

Wunsch pointed out several problems with the reports, including the time period covered 

by the report, Parker said those things would be handled at the next Budget meeting. 

Parker apologized for the fact that some of the time lines were out of whack, and said he 

hopes the next report will be better. 

When asked for updates on the estimated workload and cost for a hired accountant and 

bookkeeper, Parker defended his view, as presented at the last meeting, that it takes about 

20 hours a month to get the financial work done. Others disagreed including Wunsch who 

said the treasurer’s workload typically takes a couple of hours a week at the most. Kehoe 

stated that what really matters is that GLA needs someone with professional ability to 

keep from screwing up the books again. Parker said there is one accountant who would 

work for GLA at $40/hour, even though her accounting work is regularly charged out at 

$45/hour. No board action followed. 



Reporting on the recent road committee meeting, Wallace said the testing of a new non-

toxic dust controller and surface stabilizer product on a section of Arcturus will happen, 

that fall road grading is on schedule, that things are getting organized for winter snow 

plowing and truck maintenance, and a new road committee chair replacement is needed, 

given that he is not seeking another board term. Wallace added that the county has 

completed its crack sealing work on Dry Creek and that crack sealing in NG will begin 

next week. 

With respect to the testing of a new dust-control and surface stabilizing product, Wallace 

acknowledged that he has received information from a landowner on seven similar 

products and suggested that the entire board might read this Bureau of Land Management 

(BLM) report. A landowner pointed out unless a road is crowned and has ditches for 

adequate water drainage away from a road, none of the dust control and surface 

stabilizing products will work. It was noted that a recent test of mag-chloride had resulted 

in a lot of pot holes because the road was not crowned and water was allowed to stand on 

the road. Another concern documented in the BLM report regarding the stabilizing 

product was the inability to grade following its application. 

A landowner’s request to have his $100 bond returned upon the completion of a garage 

and reseeding of the disturbed land was approved by the board, though not without 

extended discussion. At issue was the landowner’s refusal to let board member Kevin 

Newby inspect the structure and Newby’s personal knowledge that the garage was also 

used as a part-time residence. Kehoe said the definition of a dwelling is a structure with a 

living area, a bathroom, and cooking facilities, and noted that the preponderance of the 

structure is not a dwelling. In an attempt to further clarify the issue, board member Ed 

Dobrowski said it was not a residence because he had helped the landowner remove the 

cooking stove on the morning of this very meeting (Oct 5th). Newby had invited the 

landowner to attend this meeting, in which his garage would be discussed, but the 

landowner did not attend. 

From the audience, a landowner retorted, “Well then you (Dobrowski) are fired. Who is 

to know if and when the stove will be sneaked back into the garage?” 

Another called the whole scene suspicious given there was no opportunity to inspect the 

finished structure and that the cooking stove was removed with a board member’s help. 

Another concern, said another landowner, is that there is greater impact on the roads 

when both a residence and a “guest house” are occupied and only the residence is 

assessed. 

As chair of the Community Property committee, Charlotte Mizzi reported, that per an 

assessment by board member Paul Ranttalo, the cost of door repair and maintenance for 

the service building at the former soccer field would be at least $1,500. He noted that the 

metal doors are smashed in and the door frames are cracked, that some siding near the 

base of the building is rotten, and that the building also needs cleaning and painting. 

When a landowner asked if his inspection included the condition of the roof, Ranttalo 

said it did not. The board took no action on this report other than to confirm that some 



gravel would be added to the parking area in conjunction with the fall road work and to 

support Mizzi’s suggestion that information and ongoing discussion about future uses for 

these 20 acres of common land could be linked to the GLA website. 

To help resolve a legal question of whether the future use of this common land is only for 

the private use of GLA landowners or to be shared with the greater community around 

Emigrant, Mizzi agreed to give her copy of the original conveyance agreement to Kehoe 

for review. 

End of Summary 

 


